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パルセーティングオーロラにともなう降り込み電子の変調
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Internal modulations of precipitating electrons associated with pulsating aurora
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We report internal modulations of precipitating electrons of the pulsating aurora from the Reimei observations and the numeri-
cal simulation. In the pulsating aurora region, Reimei observed precipitating electrons at two different energy ranges [Miyoshi et
al., 2010, Nishiyama et al., 2011]. Higher energy components have temporal variations with a few ˜tens seconds, which cause the
pulsating aurora emission, and few Hz modulations of the flux are imbedded in the precipitations. On the other hand, the lower
energy electrons around 1 keV show continuous precipitations without significant internal modulations. The whistler mode cho-
rus waves have been considered as a mechanism to cause the pulsating aurora. Several characteristics of the frequency spectrum
of chorus waves are well consistent with features of precipitating electrons of the pulsating aurora. Lower- and upper-band chorus
waves cause the high-energy precipitations and the low-energy precipitations, respectively. The gap at the half-gyrofrequency
corresponds to absence of precipitations between low- and high-energy electrons. In general, a block of lower-band chorus ap-
pears every ˜10s seconds, and the block consists of an assembly of a few rising tones with repetition periods of ˜100 msec. On
the other hand, the upper-band chorus appears continuously, and many rising tone-like elements seem to be embedded in the
upper-band. In order to simulate how chorus waves cause the scattering of energetic electrons, we performed the GEMSIS-WPI
test-particle simulation [Saito et al., this meeting], taking into considerations of basic characteristics of lower- and upper band
chorus. The results showed that the lower-band chorus caused the precipitation of high energy electrons. The blocks of lower-
band chorus produce the on-off signature of the precipitating electrons, which cause periodical variations of the pulsating aurora.
Each rising tone produces the energy dispersion of precipitating electrons, which cause few Hz modulations of the precipitating
electrons. This study suggests that the chorus-wave particle interaction is the primary mechanism of the pulsating aurora.


